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Abstract - Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems
increase the popularity and have become a
dominant means for sharing resources. In
these systems, load balancing is one of
challenge issue because nodes are often
heterogeneous. While several load-balancing
schemes, these solutions are typically ad
hoc, heuristic based, and localized. In the
analysis a general framework, HiGLOB, for
global load balancing in structured P2P
systems, each node in HiGLOB has a
histogram manager maintains a histogram
that reflects a global view of the distribution
of the load in the system, and a loadbalancing manager that redistributes the load
whenever the node becomes overloaded or
then exploit the routing metadata to partition
the P2P network into no overlapping regions
corresponding to the histogram buckets,
mechanisms to keep the cost of constructing
and maintaining the histograms low.
Comparison analysis shows that our scheme
can control and bound the amount of load
imbalance across the system.
Keywords - Histogram, P2P Networks, Load
Balancing, BATON
INTRODUCTION I
Peer-to-Peer
(P2P)
technology
enables the network-connected device to
provide services to another networkconnected device. A device in a P2P
network can provide access to any type of
resource that it has at its disposal, whether
documents, storage capacity, computing
power, or even its own human operator. The
device in a P2P network could be anything
ranging from a super computer to simple

PDA. P2P technology is a robust and
impressive extension of the Internet’s
philosophy
of
robustness
through
decentralization. The main advantage of P2P
networks is that it distributes the
responsibility of providing services among
all peers on the network; this eliminates
service outages due to a single point of
failure and provides a more scalable solution
for offering services. In addition, P2P
networks exploit available bandwidth across
the entire network by using a variety of
communication channels and by filling
bandwidth up to the brim of the Internet.
Unlike
traditional
client/server
communications, in which specific routes to
popular destinations can become overloaded
the route to google.com, P2P enables
communication via a variety of network
routes,
thereby
reducing
network
overloading. P2P has the capability of
serving resources with high availability at a
much lower cost while maximizing the use
of resources from every peer connected to
the P2P network, whereas client/server
solutions rely on the addition of costly
bandwidth, equipment, and co-location
facilities to maintain a robust solution. P2P
can offer a similar level of robustness by
spreading network and resource demands
across the P2P network. A peer to peer
network is formed by nodes of equal
capability and act both as client and server at
the same time depending on the function
performed. Peer to peer networks and
applications
have
advantages
over
traditional client server, such as the
elimination of single point of failure,
balance the network load uniformly and to
provide alternate path routing easily in case
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of link failures [3]. A peer to peer network
forms an overlay network on top of the
existing network infrastructure. The
formation of this overlay network by the
peer to peer nodes make the resulting
network resilient to changes in the
underlying network such as router and link
failures and congestion. An overlay network
is a computer network which is built on top
of another network. Nodes in the overlay
can be thought of as being connected by
virtual or logical links, each of which
corresponds to a path, perhaps through many
physical links, in the underlying network.
Usually overlay network run at the
application layer of the TCP/IP stack
making use of the underlying layer and
independent of them [3]. Figure 1 shows the
basic architecture of an overlay network.
The nodes in an overlay network will form a
network architecture of their own that may
be totally different and independent of the
underlying network.
Although, P2P networks provide a
wonderful solution to a completely
decentralized network there are still some
issues that need some attention. One of the
major drawbacks in P2P networks is the
unsupervised uploading of content. This
leaves a room for infecting the network with
viruses and worms. This problem was
addressed by a research group in Victoria
University by supervising and controlling
the upload on the network. The problem of
piracy and copyright protection was
addressed by attaching digital metadata to
the uploaded materials [2]. These two
implementations tackled the problem of
network-infection and Digital Right
Management (DRM) [1]. But still there is
plenty of room for further improvement in
making P2P networks even more useful.
Histogram-based
Global
Load
Balancing (HiGLOB) to facilitate global
load balancing in structured P2P systems.
Each node P in HiGLOB has two key

components. The first component is a
histogram manager that maintains a
histogram that reflects a global view of the
distribution of the load in the system. The
histogram stores statistical information that
characterizes the average load of nonoverlapping groups of nodes in the P2P
network. These nodes are connected to P
through its neighbor nodes. The histogram
information can be used for two purposes.
On one hand, it is used to determine if a
node is normally loaded, overloaded, or
under loaded. On the other hand, it is used to
facilitate the discovery of a lightly loaded
node or a heavily loaded node for the loadbalancing process when it is needed. The
second component of the system is a load
balancing manager that takes actions to
redistribute the load whenever a node
becomes overloaded or under loaded. The
load-balancing manager may redistribute the
load both statically when a new node joins
the system and dynamically when an
existing node in the system becomes
overloaded or under loaded.
SECTION II
2.1. Average Service Capacity Approach
in P2P Networks: We here illustrate
limitations of the approach based on
averaged quantities in a P2P network by
considering the following examples.
Suppose that a downloading peer wants to
download a file of size F from N possible
source peers. Let ci be the average end-toend available capacity between the
downloading peer and the ith source peer (i
= 1, 2, . . . ,N). Notice that the actual value
of ci is unknown before the downloading
peer actually connects to the source peer i.
The average service capacity of the network,
, is given by
Intuitively, the average download time, T,
for a file of size F would be
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In reality, however, (1) is far
different from the true average download
time for each user in the network. The two
main reasons to cause the difference are (i)
the spatial heterogeneity in the available
service capacities of different end-to-end
paths and (ii) the temporal correlations in
the service capacity of a given source peer.
We first consider the impact of
heterogeneity. Suppose that there are two
source peers with service capacities of c1 =
100kbps and c2 = 150kbps, respectively,
and there is only one downloading peer in
the network. Because the downloading peer
does not know the service capacity of each
source peer 1 prior to its connection, the best
choice that the downloading peer can make
to minimize the risk is to choose the source
peers with equal probability. In such a
setting, the average capacity that the
downloading peer expects from the network
is (100+150)/2 = 125kbps. If the file size F
is 1MB, we predict that the average
download time is 64 seconds. However, the
actual
average
download
time
is
1/2(1MB/100kbps)+1/2(1MB/150Mbps) =
66.7 seconds! Hence, we see that the spatial
heterogeneity actually makes the average
download time longer. Suppose now that the
average service capacity can be known
before the downloading peer makes the
connection. Then, an
obvious solution to the problem of
minimizing the average download time is to
find the peer with the maximum average
capacity, i.e., to choose peer j with the
average capacity cj (cj ≥ ci for all i), as the
average download time Ti over source peer i
would be given by F/ci. We assume that
each peer can find the service capacity of its
source peers via packet-level measurements
or short-term in-band probing. Consider
again the previous two-source peer example
with
c1 = 100kbps and c2 = 150kbps. As we want
to minimize the download time, an obvious

choice would be to choose source peer 2 as
its average capacity is higher. Now, let us
assume that the service capacity of source
peer 2 is not a constant, but is given by a
stochastic process C2(t) taking values 50 or
250kbps with equal probability, thus giving
E{C2(t)} = c2 = 150kbps. If the process
C2(t) is strongly correlated over time such
that the service capacity for a file F is likely
to be the same throughout the session
duration, it takes on average
(1MB/50kbps + 1MB/250kps)/2 = 96
seconds, while it takes only 80 seconds to
download the file from source peer 1.
In other words, it may take longer to
complete the download when we simply
choose the source peer with the maximum
average capacity! It is thus evident that the
impact of correlations (second-order
statistics)
or
higher-order
statistics
associated with the capacity fluctuation in
time will need to be taken into account, even
for finding a source peer with minimum
average download time. In practice, most
P2P applications try to reduce the download
time by minimizing the risk of getting stuck
with a ‘bad’ source peer (the connection
with small service capacity) by using
smaller file sizes and/or having them
downloaded over different source peers
(e.g., parallel download).2 In other words,
they try to reduce the download time by
minimizing the bytes transferred from the
source peer with small capacity. However,
we show in this paper that this approach
cannot effectively remove the negative
impact of both the correlations in the
available capacity of a source peer and the
heterogeneity in different source peers. This
approach may help to reduce average
download time in some cases but not
always. Rather, a simple and distributed
algorithm that limits the amount of time
each peer spends on a bad source peer can
minimize the average download time for
each user almost in all cases. Through
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extensive simulations, we also verify that
the simple download strategy outperforms
all other schemes widely used in practice
under various network configurations. In
particular, both the average download time
and the variation in download time of our
scheme are smaller than any other scheme
when the network is heterogeneous
(possibly correlated) and many downloading
peers coexist with source peers, as is the
case in reality.

2.2.
Service
Capacity
in
P2P
Heterogeneous: In a P2P network, just like
any other network, the service capacities
from different source peers are different.
There are many reasons for this
heterogeneity. On each peer side, physical
connection speeds at different peers vary
over a wide range (e.g., DSL, Cable, T1,
etc). Also, it is reasonable to assume that
most peers in a typical P2P network are just
personal computers, whose processing
powers are also widely different. The
limitation in the processing power can limit
how fast a peer can service others and hence
limits the service capacity.
On the network side, peers are
geographically located over a large area and
each logical connection consists of multiple
hops. The distance between two peers and
the number of hops surely affect its roundtrip-time (RTT), which in turns affects the
throughput due to the TCP congestion
control. Moreover, in a typical P2P network,
this information is usually ‘hidden’ when a
user simply gets a list of available source
peers that have contents the user is looking
for. Note that the aforementioned factors do
not change over the timescale of any typical
P2P session (days or a week). Hence, we
assume that those factors mainly determine
the long-term average of the service capacity
over a given source peers.

2.2.1. Correlations in Service Capacity
While the long-term average of the service
capacity is mainly governed by topological
parameters, the actual service capacity
during a typical session is never constant,
but always fluctuates over time. There are
many factors causing this fluctuation. First,
the number of connection a source peer
allows is changing over time, which creates
a fluctuation in the service capacity for each
user. Second, some user applications
running on a source peer (usually a PC),
such as online games, may throttle the CPU
and impact the amount of capacity it can
offer. Third, temporary congestion at any
link in the network can also reduce the
service capacity of all users utilizing that
link.

Figure. 1. Typical variation in ene-to-end
available bandwidth .Drastic changes
usually occur in the scale of minutes.
Figure 1 shows a typical available end-toend capacity fluctuation. The time scale for
the figure in the measurement study is on the
order of minutes. We know that a typical file
download session can last from minutes to
hours for a file size of several megabytes.
This implies that the service capacity over
the timescale of one download session is
stochastic and correlated. In Figure 1, the
short-term variations in the capacity are
mainly due to the window size fluctuation in
TCP, while the long-term variations are due
to network congestion, changes in workload
or the number of connecting users at the
source peer, etc. The long-term fluctuation
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typically lasts over a longer time scale, say,
few minutes up to several hours. As
illustrated in the introduction, both the
heterogeneity over different source peers
and the correlations of the capacity in a
given source peer have significant impact on
the average download time. To the best of
our knowledge, however, there has been no
result available in the literature addressing
these issues. All the existing studies have
simply assumed that the service capacity is
given by a constant (its average value) for
the duration of a download. Consequently,
the download time of a file of size F is
simply given by F/c, where c is the average
service capacity. As will be seen later on,
however, this is true only when the service
capacity is constant or i.i.d. over time,
neither of them is true in reality.
2.3. Charactizing the Download Time in
P2P Networks: We consider our network as
a discrete-time system with each time slot of
length _. For notational simplicity,
throughout the paper, we will assume that
the length of a time slot is normalized to
one, i.e., _ = 1. Let C(t) denote the timevarying service capacity (available end-toend bandwidth) of a given source peer at
time slot t (t = 1, 2, . . .) over the duration of
a download. Then, the download time T for
a file of size is defined as

Note that T is a stopping time or the first
hitting time of a process C(t) to a fixed level
F.
If C(t), t = 1, 2, . . . are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.), then by
assuming an equality in (2), we obtain from
Wald’s equation that

The expected download time, measured in
slots, then becomes E{T} = F/E{C(t)}. Note
that (3) also holds if C(t) is constant (over t).
Thus, when the service capacity is i.i.d. over
time or constant, there exists a direct
relationship between the average service
capacity and the average download time, as
has typically been assumed in the survey.
SECTION III
3. Problem Definition: Resource sharing is
rapidly grown in popularity in peer-to-peer
networks load balancing is a key challenge
because nodes are heterogeneous to avoid all
these we proposed a framework HIGLOB to
enable global load balance for structured
p2p systems, each node in HIGLOB
maintains the load information of nodes in
the systems using histograms and partition
the system into non-overlapping groups of
nodes and maintain the average load of them
in the histogram at a node.
3.1. Histogram Construction: Based on the
histogram structure described above, we
now design the algorithms for constructing
and maintaining histograms in Skip Graph.
A new node needs all of its neighbor nodes
to send the necessary information to it for
constructing the histogram. The question
now is what information neighbor nodes
should send to the new node. It is impossible
for a neighbor node to send the load of every
node in the non-overlapping group
connected by it because there is no way to
get such information from a histogram. The
neighbor node cannot send the average load
of the non-overlapping group either because
it does not know which node is the next
neighbor node of the new node at a higher
level. Instead, a neighbor node x needs to
send to the new node the summary of load
and capacity of all nodes following x on the
opposite side with the new node together
with the load and capacity of x itself, these
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Values can be calculated from histogram
values
of
non-overlapping
groups
representing these nodes. Note that for the
computation to be done, the histogram value
of a non-overlapping group must be
represented by a pair of the total load and
the total capacity of all nodes in that group.

Figure 3 Histogram construction for a new
node in Skip Graph

Figure 2 Histogram structure in Skip
Graph
For example, as in Fig., the stored value of a
group of nodes connected through node C at
D should be (11, 20) instead of the average
load result 0.55. From now on, we always
imply the average load as a pair of such
information even though we only show the
calculated average loads in the figures to
simplify the presentation. When a new node
receives all the necessary information from
its neighbor nodes, it can construct its
histogram. The average load of a group
connected by a node y is calculated from the
received information from y and the next
neighbor node z at the nearest higher level
on the same side.
Assume that a new node G joins the
network at a position between E and F and it
has a membership vector with prefix “01” as
in below figure after that joining G has four
different neighbor nodes C,D,E and F. As
above C needs to send of G the load and
capacity of A, B, and C which is (18,30) the
first parameter is the total load while the
second parameter is the total capacity.

Similarly D,E and F respectively send to G
(24,42) (30,54) and (4,8). Finally from the
received information G can calculate the
average load of these four non-overlapping
groups connected by C, D,E and F to build
its histogram.
3.2. BATON: Balanced Tree Overlay
Network (BATON) [7] is a structure based
on a binary balanced tree in which each peer
in the network maintains a node of the tree.
A node has connections to other nodes by
four different kinds of links a parent link
pointing to the parent node; child links
pointing to child nodes; adjacent links
pointing to adjacent nodes, which maintain
adjacent ranges of values and neighbor links
pointing to selected neighbor nodes, which
are nodes at the same level, having distances
equal to a power of two from the node. In
BATON, data stored at nodes is ordered
increasingly from the left to the right of the
tree. Example of BATON is shown in
above Figure.
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In BATON, when a node x processes a
query, if the searched key does not fall into
the range of values managed by x, x
forwards the query to the farthest neighbor
node in the routing table, which is nearer to
the searched key. If there is no such
neighbor node, x forwards the query to
either a child (if it exists) or an adjacent
node of x in the search direction. In
particular, if x is a leaf node without a full
routing table on the search direction, x
always forwards the query to its parent node
for processing.
3.3.
Histogram
Construction
and
Maintenance: The way histogram is
constructed and maintained in BATON is
similar to that of Skip Graph. When a new
node joins the system, all of its neighbor
nodes have to calculate and send the
summary of load and capacity of themselves
and all nodes following their position on the
same side of the new node from their
histogram values. However, in BATON, the
histogram values are not recalculated right
away if the new node does not have full
routing tables. These values are kept until
the node has full routing tables. At that time,
histogram values are recalculated. The
histogram values of non-overlapping groups,
which contain nodes falling between the
node and the first neighbor node, are
calculated with additional information from
histogram values of the parent node. When
the load of a node is changed, it sends
updated information, which is calculated in
the same way as in the process of histogram
construction, to all of its neighbor nodes.
The following update propagation is also
similar to that of Skip Graph.
SECTION IV
4.1. Experimental Study: Evaluation of
performance proposal, built a simulator for
our framework on which we implemented
the three structured P2P systems: Skip

Graph [21], BATON [7]. The simulator is
used to test the storage load distribution on
large-scale networks from 1,000 to 10,000
nodes over Planet Lab, a testbed for largescale distributed systems. For each network
size N, we insert a data set of 100 _ N data
items each of which has the same size. In
this way, the work load of a node is simply
the number of data item stored at that node.
Analysis in the system is three different
network types:
1. Type-I is a homogeneous system with
skewed data distribution,
2. Type-II is a heterogeneous system with
uniform data distribution.
3. Type-III is a heterogeneous system with
skewed data distribution.
For consistent hashing, which distributes
data uniformly this version can only be used
to test with Type-II network. To generate
heterogeneous nodes, we used a real data set
from that in [8], which measures the amount
of shared data at nodes in the Gnutella
system (we assume that the storage
capability of nodes is proportional to the
amount of data they share or store in the
data set). To generate skewed data
distribution, we used the Zipfian method
with parameter 1.0. The default values of the
network size and 10,000 and 2.0.
4.2. Load Balancing Framework: In a
simulation framework of a load balancing
algorithms proposed. Furthermore, the authors
stated that any load balancing algorithm
depends on some important factors including
communication delay, topology, work load
and negotiation protocol. In another hand the
research concluded that for any simulation
study framework of a load balancing
algorithm, there are some factors that must
take in to account. In real state two factors of
those factors must take into account that is the
performance evaluation and the cost
evaluation. Depending on the above
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conclusion, the framework isolates the
performance factors of the system in to three
main components.

4.3. Comparative Study: In Existing
system if the number queried nodes is large
enough the node can approximate the
average load of the system and hence it can
determine if it overloaded. The system is
overloaded it redistributes its load with the
queried node having the lightest or heaviest
load since that node should be lightly loaded
node problem with this method is that it can
only guaranteed the global load balance of
the system with some probability. By using
this technique we have many disadvantages
listed here it can only guaranteed the global
load balance of the system with some
probability. Suggest a use of a separate DHT
such as Skip Graph to maintain the nodes
load distribution nevertheless this solution
still have a problem it incurs a substantial
cost of maintaining complete information
about the load at every node in the system.
Our work proposes that nodes are connected
to P through its neighbor nodes histogram
information can be used for two purposes
one it is used to determine if a node is
normally loaded overloaded and the on the
other hand it is used to facilitate the
discovery of a likely loaded node or a
heavily loaded node for the load-balancing
process when it is needed, our framework
that uses histograms to maintain a global
view of the load distribution on structured
P2P systems. This histogram enables
efficient load-balancing algorithms that can
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effectively control the amount of load
imbalance across the system to globally
balance the load that reduces the cost of
constructing
and
maintaining
the
histograms.
CONCLUSION V
A framework, HiGLOB, to enable global
load balance for structured P2P systems.
Each node in HiGLOB maintains the load
information of nodes in the systems using
histograms. Enables the system to have a
global view of the load distribution and
hence facilitates global load balancing.
Partition the system into non-overlapping
groups of nodes and maintain the average
load of them in the histogram at a node.
Techniques to reduce the overhead of
maintaining and constructing histograms.
Even though the proposal is a general
framework, it is possible to deploy different
kinds of P2P systems on it. Comparison
shows that our HiGLOB enabled systems
are superior over other methods.
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